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Filming, Videoing, Photography and Audio Recording at Bacton Parish Council meeCngs 

The Council supports the principles of openness and transparency; it allows filming, 
recording and taking photographs at its meeSngs that are open to the public. It also allows 
the use of social networking websites (such as Twi@er and Facebook) and blogging to 
communicate with people about what is happening, as it happens.  

As a courtesy to the public, the Council needs to be given reasonable noSce, in advance of 
the meeSng, if filming or photography is to take place. The Parish Clerk should be made 
aware of any intenSon to record, film or photograph a meeSng, before the start of the 
meeSng.  

The Parish Clerk will then be able to inform the relevant Chairman of what is to take place. 
Where the Council has been so noSfied, the Chairman will, at the beginning of the relevant 
meeSng, make an announcement that the meeSng will be filmed, recorded or 
photographed and will ask if anyone objects to this.  

It should be noted that the Chairman of a meeSng will have absolute discreSon to terminate 
or suspend any of the above acSviSes if, in their opinion, conSnuing to do so would 
prejudice the running of the meeSng.  

The circumstances in which terminaSon or suspension might occur could include:  

1) public disturbance, disrupSon or suspension of the meeSng. 

2) the meeSng agreeing to formally exclude the press and public from the meeSng due 
to the exempt/confidenSal nature of the business being discussed, in accordance 
with statutory procedures. 

3) where it is considered that conSnued recording/ photography/ filming/ webcasSng 
might infringe the rights or privacy of any individual, or inSmidate them. 

4) For any other reason which the Chairman considers reasonable in the 
circumstances.  

In allowing recording, filming or photography to take place, the Council requires those 
parScipaSng not to edit the recordings, film or photographs in a way that could lead to 
misinterpretaSon of the proceedings. This includes refraining from ediSng an image or views 
expressed in a way that may ridicule, or show a lack of respect towards those being 
photographed, filmed or recorded.  
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Those intending to bring large equipment, or wishing to discuss any special requirements are 
advised to contact the Parish Clerk in advance of the meeSng to seek advice and guidance. 
The use of flash photography or addiSonal lighSng will not be allowed unless this has been 
discussed in advance of the meeSng and agreement reached on how it can be done without 
disrupSng proceedings.  

PLEASE NOTE that if no advance noSficaSon has been given of the intenSon to film, record 
or photograph at a meeSng, consent is deemed not to have been given and so no filming, 
recording or photography will be permi@ed in those circumstances.  
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